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Creating Dynamic, Inclusive and Resilient Parks

Experiences from successful urban parks in Mexico City
What are the key elements for Dynamic Parks
Barter Market
Monthly work sessions
Área 02: Fuente de Nezahualcóyotl y áreas familiares
Presentation Happy Cities Study
SPEAKER CONTACT

Tanya Müller García, www.resilio.org, tmuller@resilio.org
Santa Fe, at the western side of the city, arises from the Federal Government expropriation during the 80’s.
In old mines and garbage dumps, a financial, residential and educational development pole was born.
Success?

Verticalization without any planning nor development
Absence of investment in infrastructure creates water, mobility and security problems.
Mina La Mexicana

Old sand mine, filled with construction rubble of 1985 earthquake
Destiny: 12,000 homes
Neighborhood positive resistance and proposal to create a park
Open drainage, rubble shot and multiple invasions
Neighbors create the Park’s Master Plan

Agreement with the government:
- 30% of land is sold to build a park in 70%
- neighborhood administration
The new park, a social project
Environmentally responsible; no rubble is removed
Long term and high quality infrastructure was built.
High end engineering and design
Cistern of 1 million square feet of rainwater or treated water
1,000 workers during 13 months
Large scale trees for the just born park
Mexican architects
Local and international materials
Park zones as the main architectural strategy
Catalogued as the best national skatepark
Large and beautiful paths to walk the park
OPERATION
Private Trust
40 years Concession
no public budget
no donations
INCOME
Restaurants
Parking lots
Bathrooms
Area rental
Mater Plan defines commercial space to obtain necessary resources
Committee integrated by government and neighbors
1st Anniversary, 2 million visitors
30% kids
Cultural program
Long story that just began
SPEAKER CONTACT

Itziar de Luisa, itziar.deluisa@colonossantafe.mx